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Introduction
Estimation problem of DOA has new solving method with the sparse representation [1] [2] [3] [4] and compressed sensing [5] [6] [7] [8] methods appear recently. The estimation of DOA is expressed as the sparse reconstruction problem of beam space by Fuchs [9] ; MMV (multiple measurement vectors) and matching pursuit are combined by Cotter [10] to solve the joint sparse reconstruction problem in DOA estimation; singular value decomposition (SVD) of subspace method and sparse reconstruction method based on norm are combined by Malionlov [11] to achieve the estimation of DOA. When the number of signal source is unknown, the performance of algorithm may decline significantly; the calculation of this method is very large and is affected by noise easily. This paper makes the estimation problem of remote field signal transformed into a joint sparse represented problem. The angle space is divided into N parts from 1 to N; it is assumed that there is signal DOA possibly on each aspect, therefore the distinguishable degree of angle is N. Number of actual space signal source is K, the number of incident angle is K of N; ≫ in general, so it can be defined that the signal source vector is K sparse and there is signal source on corresponding nonzero value position, and the zero value presents no signal source; the obtained signal source vector is used to search the nonzero value to get direction estimation of each signal sources. Received array is a uniform linear array (ULA). The paper adopts a kind of extended smooth approximation algorithm--joint smooth to achieve the estimation of signal DOA. First, making singular value decomposition on received on data array to reduce the dimension of measured data and making estimation of signal NOA expressed as joint sparse representing problem of signal subspace at the same time; then adopting joint smooth norm approximation algorithm to achieve the estimation of signal DOA. To improve anti-noise capability of algorithm, this paper adopts similar Sigmoid function of two parameters to approximate norm. At the same time, this paper extends to solve occurred MMV problem in estimation of board signal DOA. shall be used for solving MMV problem, which achieves joint sparse constraint of all frequency of reception matrix of broadband signal, to make array elements spacing break through the limitation of half wavelength and improve resolution of DOA signal. In addition, also includes the following advantages: better anti-noise capacity; higher computational efficiency; applied to coherent and incoherent signal. 
Signal Model
The object of estimation of signal DOA is to find the angle of arrival incident on signal source of array. Known information includes geometric construction of array, parameter of medium of signal transmission, received data of array element. This section firstly considers the DOA estimation of narrow-band signal and DOA estimation of broadband signal will be discussed in next section. ... 
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In which,
The definition of S and W is the same as Y .
DOA Estimation Expressed on the Basis of Sparse Directory
To transform DOA estimation into a sparse representation problem, all possible overcomplete angle of arrival shall be introduced to express A . Firstly, dividing the whole interested space into several potential angle of arrival, such as
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259 all potential angle of arrival can be used for constructing a over-complete oriented matrix
. Φ is known and not relevant to DOA of actual signal source. existing deviation can be expressed approximately as noise. Analyzing from the above, the DOA estimation of signal can be expressed as: Y = ΦS + W For only considering the situation of static signal in this paper, DOA of signal is a timeinvariant vector in the whole measuring progress; each line of non 0 value in matrix S is appeared in the same line. In other words, only K behavior is non 0 in matrix S . Therefore, DOA estimation of signal can be expressed as MMV problem of joint sparse matrix S is found by observation data Y .
DOA Estimation of Narrow-Band Signal

Multiple Parameter
Approximation The standard to evaluate performance of approximate function of norm mainly includes two aspects: noise tolerance and the accuracy of approximation. It is assumed that is the approximate function of norm, there are two parameters can be used for expressing the property of .
is used for describing the noise tolerance of approximate function and is used for describing the accuracy of function of approximation; in which, 
Obviously, both of  and  depend on  . The adjustment of  can affect on  inevitably, so that noise tolerance performance of approximate function is reduced.
The disadvantage of one-parameter approximate function can be avoided by selecting approximate function of multi parameters. The paper selects a kind of approximate function of two-parameter that is similar to Sigmoid function:   Obviously, only can be determined by parameter , and adjustment of can be achieved through . In other words, the noise tolerance of , and accuracy of approximation can be determined by different parameters.
Blind Source Separation for Measurement Matrix
In practical application, the dimension of measurement matrix is so high that reaches hundreds or thousands. In order to reduce the complexity of calculation and the sensibility to noise, the singular value decomposition for measurement Y is initially needed. The singular value decomposition is designed to decompose the measurement matrix into subspaces of signal and noise, and only retain the subspace of signal, thus transforming the estimation issue of signal DOA into MMV issue which has lower dimension.
By only retaining the subspace of signal, the measured data 
Where sv Y is M K  dimension matrix which including substantially all energy of signal.
The sv Y can be expressed as sv 
The formula (8) and formula (2) have the same expression, except the dimension drops from J to K, which enables the estimation method of signal DOA which is based on sparse representation to have better instantaneity.
Estimation Method of DOA Constrained by Smooth
By using the approximate function of norm defined by formula (5), the sparseness of signal source vector can be expressed as
,:
Therefore, if the measured data Y is known, the signal source vector S can be solved by following formula:
Where u is the constant relevant to noise, and  is the number approximate to 0, and   As u is in correlation with noise level, it can be considered as a constant here. When  is low, the sparseness of signal source vector S approximate to function   
Where * is the conjugate transposition of matrix . So the formula (10) can be solved by regarding a bigger  value as initial point; then reduce the  value constantly, and then solve
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261 formula (10) until condition of convergence is reached. In order to solve formula (10), the paper adopted an algorithm similar to Gaussian-Newton. In which, as for fixed , , the definition for is as follows:
Then there is
Beyond that, for any signal source vector S, there existing actual value scalar 0   , which shall meet 
Results and Discussion
This section shall verify the effectiveness of method adopted by this paper by comparing all kinds of different DOA estimation method such as algorithm of 2, 0 Mixed l , 1 l SVD  , MUSIC and CAPON. The estimation of parameter u shall adopt method proposed in document.
The ULA array of array element number M=16 shall be adopted and the space between array elements is half wavelength of narrow-band signal. Uncorrelated signal is to be considered primarily. The amplitude of narrow-band signal shall meet Gaussian distribution of mean value 0 . Disperse the whole space domain 0 ,180 
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Next we analyze the effect of the number of snapshots on the performance of different DOA estimation algorithms. In the simulation, two strong correlated signals from different directions shall be used with SNR 10db  , and by changing number of snapshots, the effect of the number of snapshots on algorithm performance can be verified. 500 times of independent simulation shall be done for each snapshot value. If MSE of the simulation result is lower than some fixed threshold, then it shall be deemed as failing to accurately estimate the DOA of signal. Figure 4(a) is the simulation result. Due to the number of snapshots required by estimation method basing on sparse representation is far lower than the number of snapshots required by algorithms of MUSIC and CAPON, the performance curve of algorithms of MUSIC and CAPON has not been drawn in the simulation. The figure shows that the performance of Mixed l shall generate spurious signals when SNR is low, so the performance of is obviously superior to the other two methods. When SNR is high, the performance of and is quite approximate. Finally, we shall compare the computational efficiency by each of different algorithms. For the algorithm of MUSIC is unable to effectively estimate DOA of correlated signal, the simulation shall use uncorrelated signals with fixed SNR and changeable numbers of snapshot, and the result is showed in Figure 1 . Although the computational efficiency of algorithm of MUSIC is the highest, it also should be noted that DOA estimation performance by algorithm of MUSIC is for lower than that by method based on sparseness representation. The computational efficiency of 1 l SVD  and
2,0
Mixed l is lower than 0 JSl SVD  . This is because the efficiency of two-level cone planned algorithm of sparseness representation issue constrained by resolution 1 l is low, and also because is seeking for sparseness solution in the whole space and the computational efficiency is low when the dimension of signal is high. 
Conclusion
This paper transforms the estimation issue of signal DOA into a solution issue combined with sparseness representation. By the singular value decomposition of received data matrix, the combination of numbers of snapshots of each time and frequency has been achieved; then the estimation of signal source DOA has been realized by solving a combined optimization issue constrained by smooth norm sparseness. The signal DOA estimation method based on sparseness representation not only can reduce data size effectively, but also has following merits: better anti-noise performance; higher computational efficiency; applicable to correlated and uncorrelated signals. By comparing with other DOA estimation methods, the effectiveness and superiority of methods in this paper has been proved. In addition to this, also has some merits as follows: better anti-noise performance; higher computational efficiency; applicable to correlated and uncorrelated signals.
